
 

 
 

QUIETENING THE MIND  

REPLENISHING THE SPIRIT 

 “A Healthy Mind Has An Easy Breath” 

Anon 

 

 

Key Messages 

1.  Our mind never stops thinking, processing and growing.  The constant over-

stimulation of the 21st Century means we rarely create space to just stop, 

breathe deeply, be silent and be still. 

2. Over a 24-hour period we can process up to 70,000 thoughts. Even when 

we’re sleeping our mind remains alert – we call it ‘sleep thinking’.  Like sleep 

walking and sleep talking, you do it automatically. Each day contains 86,400 

seconds so that equates to a different thought every 1.2 seconds or two 

thoughts for every heart heat.  That’s right, your brain never shuts up! 

3. Have you noticed that many of the 70,000 thoughts you had today were the 

same old thoughts you had yesterday and the day before that, and the day 

before that…it’s like a little voice inside your head becomes stuck on the 

same thoughts, and these repetitive thoughts become your habitual thinking 

patterns. 

4. If your thoughts are left unchecked they can turn negative real quick and 

demand your attention, like a child throwing a tantrum.  They dominate over 
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the positive and supportive thoughts and can become obsessive and 

intrusive. 

5. This is because our brain has a huge storage section which is dedicated 

specifically to safely housing bad memories, complaints, fears, worries, pain 

and regrets…it takes up more memory space than other good stuff making 

your mind quite congested and always loud.  No wonder it’s hard to 

concentrate if your head is full and over-flowing with worry, complaints, 

judgments, fears, frustrations… 

6. This kind of thinking is exhausting and debilitating.  If you don’t have ways in 

which you can keep your thoughts in check and quiet the mind on a regular 

basis, you are pumping your body full of toxic hormones which can lead to 

stress, stress, stress and more stress. Anxiety, depression, burn out and 

physical dis-ease…will soon follow if this cycle continues. 

7. Negative thinking is the most dangerous and still yet undistinguished life-style 

disease we’re experiencing in the 21st Century. 

8. There is a simple cheap solution that can make you calmer, keep you focused 

and present and you increase your happiness.  It has been proven to reduce 

stress, improve metabolism, reduce pain, lower blood pressure, improve 

respiration and enhance brain function. 

Key Questions 

1.  What have you noticed about the quality of your most dominant and constant 

thoughts?  Are your thoughts supportive and positive and move you towards 

achieving your goals and visions for the future?   

2. How is your thinking impacting your experience of success, and is it 

promoting good health and well-being? 

Key Actions – MEDITATION 

1.  Meditation can be more restorative than sleep if done correctly. 

2. For best results it’s important to ‘hush’ proof your surroundings.  Yes that 

means turning off your mobile and unplugging from technology! Shhhhh time, 

means Shhhhh time!  Use the quietest room in your house and make the 

space snuggly, peaceful and comfortable as possible. 
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3. Sit with your bottom pushed firmly back in your chair so your back is upright 

and as symmetrical as possible.  It may feel a little un-natural at first because 

your body may be used to being in a non-supportive sitting posture. 

4. Now if you have never meditated before you need to be prepared that your 

body is not going to want to sit still for very long and the little voice inside your 

head may even get louder and become quite obnoxious.  So to get started 

let’s get your wriggle bits out, help your body wake up and then relax into the 

meditation posture with a lot more ease. 

5. Start with your feet and toes….  gently tense and relax those muscles and 

slowly work your way up through your body to the top of your head.  

Remember to also screw your face up and relax it and move your jaw around.  

Feel the difference between the muscles when they are tense and when they 

are relaxed.  This quick and simple exercise brings an awareness or an 

awaken-ness to your body. 

6. Place your hands on your knees with the palms either facing up or down, 

whichever is more comfortable.   

7. Ok it’s time to start turning down the internal chatter.   

 

8. Find a spot on the wall directly in front of you and take 3 to 6 slow deep 

breaths.  Keep your focus soft and then when you’re ready, slowly close your 

eyes.  Breathe in and out…in and out…in and out… 

9. With your eyes closed, focus on the sounds around you and notice the 

muscles in your face soften.  Next, bring your attention to any sounds within 
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your body, your breath, your heartbeat, the faint ringing in your ears. This is 

where you want your attention to be; within yourself, not outside it. 

10. The most important thing to remember when meditating is your breath and the 

flow of air going in and out of your nose.  Breathe in and out…in and out…in 

and out… 

11. Think of your nose as a light house from which you take all your meditative 

bearings.  If you get lost in thought, think of your lighthouse and come back to 

the breath. 

 

12. If you hear a car go by or a dog bark or the phone ring, come back to your 

breath.  Breathe in and out…in and out…in and out… 

13. Breathing in and out; nice and slow and steady.  Notice your breathing will 

find its own steady rhythm. 

14. Gently press the tip of your tongue against the roof of your mouth.  This 

reminds us to keep our head upright.  It’s also another safety measure against 

nodding off to sleep.  Breathe in and out…in and out…in and out… 

15. Smiling releases endorphins (the brains natural relaxant), so picture yourself 

with a gentle smile on your face or in your heart. 

16. Each time you breathe in and out, think of your feet growing roots into the 

floor.  The deeper the roots go, the deeper the meditation.  This thought 

anchors you into the moment and keeps you centered. Breathe in and out…in 

and out…in and out… 
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17. As you breathe into your meditation, picture a little person pulling an invisible 

line right up through your spine, your neck and through the top of your head.  

You are sitting with purpose.  Breathe in and out…in and out…in and out… 

18. With regular meditation practice, keeping your head and posture upright 

becomes effortless.  You will feel your spine and neck elongating. 

19. When you meditate, especially in the beginning, thoughts will naturally bubble 

to the surface.  The most important thing is NOT to get upset with yourself.  

Simply acknowledge these thoughts; then let them go. 

20. Meditation is a time to be gentle with yourself.  Breathe in and out…in and 

out…in and out… 

21. Picture yourself deep in space.  Your reliable space ship is on autopilot – little 

lights blink softly.  You have nothing to worry about.  Each time you breathe in 

and out the stars shine more brightly and you begin to feel an even more 

relaxed nod.  Breathe in and out…in and out…in and out…There is no place 

quieter than the space that exists between each breath. 

22. With practice you can get to a place of incredible stillness.  It’s like being in a 

room with nothing in it, including yourself.  Nowhere to go.  No one to see, 

nothing to do.  Simply breathe in and out…in and out…in and out… 

23. When meditating you may experience unusual sensations, most of which are 

very pleasant.  Try not to focus your attention on them; rather, just go with it.  

Breathe in and out…in and out…in and out… 

24. After 10 to 15 minutes or so gradually bring your awareness back into the 

room and your body.  When you’re good and ready, take a few nice, deep 

breaths, fill the lungs and gently open your eyes. 

25. Before you get up and move about, just sit consciously for a minute or two in 

silence while remaining aware of your breath. 

26. Notice how still everything is. 

27. Stand up and have a good stretch. 

28. The best medication is DAILY MEDITATION… 
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Good Simple Meditation Book 

This book is excellent especially if you are new to meditation. 

Quiet the Mind:  An Illustrated Guide on How to Meditate by Matthew Johnstone 

 

Meditation is a regular practice for Vicki and me so join us on 

FaceBook and let us know the benefits YOU start to get out of 

meditating. 

 

Wendy and Vicki 

  

PRACTICE 

TWICE DAILY 

BEFORE 

MEALS… 


